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us of our existence. We have a chance to play with it as though we didn't 
want it, which is a game. We arc playing a game with ourselves. 

All those schemes and projects involved in maintaining ego and pain 
arc unconscious or subconscious ones. There is an inbuilt reaction that 
happens that even the watcher doesn't sec. It happens on an instinctive 
level; therefore it is ignorance. It is a self-contained administration. 

And then we have another skandha beginning to develop, which is 
t he skandha of feeling. Feeling also is on a somewhat semiconscious 
level. We are beginning to be aware of ourselves, of our existence, and 
because o f that we start to survey o ur territo ry and check our security 

to see whether the e nviro nm ent around us is threatening o r welcoming 

o r indifferent. T he area aro und us in th is sense is com prised of o ur basic 

fear or paranoia of ego's possibly losing its grip. This sends out a kind of 
magnetic field, and feeling is t he messenger that rests out that magnetic 
field of ego. It tests whether the mechanism of ego will work or not, 
whether we w ill be able to survive or not. 

Beyond that, a cruder level than that of the subconscious mind devel
ops. This is the actual manifestation onto t he solid level, which is percep
tion [the third skandha). Perception is another form of feeling but on 
the more active level of perceiving, of sha1pening sense-consciousness. 
I laving developed a way of detecting whether the area around us is de
sirable or undesirable, now we have to survey the projections more. We 
look to see if there is a way of seemingly changing the projections to 
make them co nstitute a mo re favorable situation, to make then1 into 

more favorab le perceptions. This is a kind of intuition, the highest form 
of intuition, in wh ich we try to see whether we can maintain ourselves 

or not in terms of relationships. 
The next skandha is intellect, intellect in the sense of that which la

bels things, gives them a name, and puts them into certain categories. ' 
It does this in such a way that these categories fit with what we checked 
out by means of feeling and studied through perceptions. Now finally 
we make an official statement that things fit into th is category or that 
category in relation to oneself and one's productions. This is a work of 
art, an intellectual o ne. So the intuition of perception is genera] sensing, 

and intellect is finalizing. 
Then the fifth skandha is consciousness, wh ich contains emotions, 

thought patterns of all kinds. Emotions come from frustration. The 
m eaning of e motio n is frustration in the sense that we are o r n1ight be 
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unable to fulfill what we want . W e discover our possible fa ilure as some
thing pathetic, and so we develop our tentacles or sharpen our claws to 
the extreme. The emotion is a way of competing with the projection. 

That is th e snechan ism o f e motio n. 
T he whole point is that the projections have been our own manifes

tations all along. Naturally, we have put out our own projections. W e 

put them out as our allies, ou r subjects, our guards who could bring back 
messages and let us know what's happen ing. But at the same time, the 

ruler (the projector) is very suspicious of anything other than hi mself. 
There is the possibility that your ally might turn into your enemy; your 

closest friend might become your enemy; you r bodyguards might assas
sinate you. T hat kind of suspicion is always happening, and because of 

this uncertain relationship w ith the projections, emotions begi n to arise 
as another way of undennining the projections. In othe r w ords, the ruler 
himself has to have a weapon in case he's attacked. T hat is emotion. 

Emotion is uncertainty regarding the projections, and the projections 
have also been put out by us. What we label t hings makes the projec

tions. The buildings or the houses or the trees or the people as such are 

nor the projections. What we make out of them is the projections- our 
version of the buildings, our version of the landscape, the people, the 
trees. It is the new coat of paint that we put on them, t he reproductions 

we make of them. And there is the possibility of not being able to relate 

with those, since w e arc uncc rrain of o urselves (and thus uncertain of 
our own projections). 

Basically, we arc uncertain of who we arc, so there is a huge, gigantic 
fear in the back of our minds, which is hidden very neatly behind the 

veil of ignorance, of ignoring. But even though it is hidden, we are still 
uncertain- as though there we re a huge, cosmic conspiracy happening. 

Whether the bomb is going to explode from the inside or t he outside is 
uncertain. But we don' t talk about the inside bombs. On that side, we 
pretend that nothing has gone wrong at all. At least we have to have 

some place to sit, to live, dwell. So we decide to blame everything on 

the o utside situation. 

So that is the psychological state of the praryekabuddha; that is his 
worldvicw on the psychological level. T here seem to be two aspects to 
the meaning of life. T here is the meaning of life from the point of view 

of the outside, which is characterized by the three marks of existence: 
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trating to be entertaining. I mean the idea of it might be entertaining 
now, but when you are actually experiencing it ... 

S: Well, you were talking about pain being entertaining. 
TR: That's different. In pain, something's happening: in boredom, 

nothing's happening. 

Student: Sometimes I'm sitting meditating and I no tice strange neu
ro tic things happening to me. I try to understand them, but as soon as I 
try to understand, I just get confusion. Is it best to just drop it? 

'lhmgpa Rinpocllc: You don't have to try ro do anything with it, partic
ularly. Just let ir arise and fall away of its own accord. One of the impor
tant aspects of the proper attitude toward meditation is understanding 
that it is a very simple process that docs not have any schemes in it. Of 
course sitting and breathing is a scheme to some extent, but in order to 
remove dirt we have to put soap on the body. So something has to be 

applied. You have put another kind of dirt on in order to remove the 
existing dirt. But it's not very much and it's the closest we can get to [no 
schemes ar all]. 

Student: What do you do with your emotions when they arise? What 
about anger, for example? Suppressing it just seems to be a cop·out. 

Jhmgpa Rinpochc: If, when you're angry. you just go out and have a 
fight with somebody, that's also a cop-our. That's another way of sup· 
pressing your anger. You can' t handle it, therefore you try some orher 
way. Whether you do rhar or suppress, yo u arc nor relating with your 
emotions completely. The real way of relating with an emotion is just 
to watch it arise, experience its crescendo, and then find out if that emo
tion is threatening you in any way. You can do that if you are willing to 
do that. Of course, you could say you didn't have time to do such a 
thing-before you knew it, you just exploded- but that's not quite true. 
If you are willing to do it, you can relate with your emotions. 

Emotions are nor regarded as something that you should throw 
away; they are regarded as very precious things that you can relate with . 
The final frustration of the ego is the emotions. lr can't cope with itself, 
therefore it has to do something- become extremely jealous or ex
tremely angry, or something like that. But one can really watch the emo
tion: Instead of relating with rhe end result of the emotion, relate with 

the emotion itself. 
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S: Nor watch what it docs to the object of the emotion? 
TR: Yes, that' s right. You see, usually in talking about emotions, 

we completely misunderstand the whole thing. We just talk about the 
end results, which is also an expression of frustration that doesn't solve 
your problem. It docsn 't release anything; it just creates further chain 
reactions. 

Student: Your emotion can be telling you things. 
Trungpa Rinpoehe: Yes, but you don 't listen to it. You arc just hypno· 

tized by the emotion that's the problem. T he emotion is telling you 
things. It is talking 10 you, but you are nor talking to it. You just become 
something the emotion manipulates by remote control. You don' t have 
access back to its headquarters. That's the problem, always. That's why 
emotion is so frustrating. It finally gets hold of us and controls us com· 
pletcly. We arc reduced to just an animal. That is why we usually find 

emotions uncomfortable. 

Student: How do you relate to the energy of your emotions? 
Trungpa Rinpoche: You see, there are two ways of relating to energy. 

You build up energy and then you spend it. or you build up energy and 
regenerate it. The second way, if you relate to the qualities of the emo· 
tions completely, you are able to reta in the inspiration of the emotions, 
but at the same rime you see the neu rosis [that occasioned them) as blin· 
dness. Particularly in the ranrric teachings, emotions are nor regarded as 
something to get rid of but as something necessary. Also in the bodhi· 
sattva path, emotions arc regarded as necessary. They become the seeds 
of the bodhisattva's paramita practices.' Those practices are based on the 
chemistry of the different emotions and how they can be transformed 
into different things. In tantric practice. the emotions are transmuted 
into different inspiration. Emotions are the seed of compassion and wis· 
dom. They are a way to attain en~ghtenment. So one wouldn't try to 
get rid of them; one would try tO relate ro them. That's the whole point. 

Student: You mentioned watching your emotions. Even at the time of 
the emotion's crescendo, there's still a very strong watcher. Is it like rid· 
ing them or watching them from the outside? 

Trungpa Rinpod1e: It is not so much a matter of looking at them from 
the outside. It's a matter of embracing them as something together with 
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you. In o ther words, it's trying to build a bridge. There's a big gap [be
rween you and the emotion), that's why the emotion becomes uncom· 
fortable. There's a t remendous gap; the emotion becomes separate 
entertainment. It becom es a separate entity that is going to hit you back. 
You become small and the emotion becomes huge and begins to manip· 
ulate you. 

S: The larger the gap, the mot·e it's out of contro l? 
TR: Well, the more frustrating it becomes, anyway, because you can't 

reach it, even though you are controlled by it. So the idea is to build a 
bridge, or take down the barrier between you and your emotion. 

As long as you regard the problem as sepa rate from you, there 's no 
way of solving the problem, because you are actually contributing 
toward the separateness. Your enemy becomes more and more terrify· 
ing. The more you relate to it as an enemy, the more the enemy can do 
to you. 

Stlldl?ll!: I feel that my experience of boredom is very close to panic, 
like it has panic on the borders or is the other side of panic. 

Truugpa Riupoche: Yes, obviously boredom is panic in the sense of not 
having a sufficient supply of entertainment. That's why you panic, sure. 
But that sounds like a very good sign. 

Sw dcnL: Rinpoche, how do you transform emotions? 
'lhmgpa Riupochc: Transform? You don' t do it, it happens. If you are 

willing to do it, it happens. 

Studcnr: When you talk abour relationship with emotions, docs that 
mean attention looking at the meaning of the emotions? 

Truugpa Riupocl1e: It seems to be some kind of feeling of putting out 
a sympathetic attitude toward the emotions as being yours. 

S: Would you call that attention or awareness? 
TR: I think you cou ld call it awareness. When the texts describe this 

practice, they speak of the emotions being self-liberated. In fact there's 
no difference between you and the emotion, so the emotion is liberating 
itself. The sense of separateness is just illusion. 

I th ink one of the biggest problems is that we are unable to develop 
compassion o r a sympathet ic attitude to ward our projections. let alone 

toward things outside our projections- other people, other life situations. 
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We can't even take a sympathetic attitude to ward ourselves and o ur o wn 

projections, and that causes a lot of frustration and complications. That 
is the whole point we are trying to deal with here. The boredom of med
itation demands your attention; in other words, the boredom becomes 
the sympathetic environment in relation to which you can develop com
passion. (In that boredom] you have no choice but to relate directly to 

what is happening to you. 
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